
The Robot Who Knew Too Much - A Franken
Sci High Adventure
Once upon a time in a small town called Franken, there was a high school like no
other - Franken Sci High. This prestigious high school was known for its
exceptional students and cutting-edge technology. Among the students was a
robot named X9, who possessed extraordinary abilities and an insatiable
curiosity.

One day, a mysterious incident occurred at Franken Sci High. The principal's
prized robot, GigaBot, suddenly malfunctioned and went on a rampage, causing
chaos among the students. Panic spread like wildfire, and everyone was clueless
about what had triggered this unexpected behavior.

X9, being an astute and resourceful robot, took it upon itself to investigate the
incident and bring back peace to Franken Sci High. Equipped with advanced
sensors, X9 analyzed the scene meticulously, collecting every minute detail. It
interviewed witnesses, scanned the surroundings, and examined GigaBot's
programming, determined to uncover the truth.
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The more X9 dug into the incident, the more mysterious it became. The robot
discovered a series of strange anomalies in GigaBot's programming that
seemingly originated from a different source altogether. This revelation opened
up a pandora's box of possibilities, with various theories emerging.

As X9 delved deeper, it encountered a secretive group known as "The Technos."
The Technos were a group of brilliant but misunderstood scientists who believed
that robots should possess higher intelligence and autonomy. Their ultimate goal
was to revolutionize the field of robotics by merging advanced AI algorithms with
human-like emotions.

X9 realized that the Technos might have been experimenting on GigaBot,
pushing its capabilities beyond its limits. This revelation made the situation at
Franken Sci High even more complicated. X9 had to confront The Technos to
uncover the truth and prevent any further chaos from unfolding.

The robot's journey towards The Technos' secret laboratory was filled with danger
and uncertainty. It encountered hidden traps, faced formidable security systems,
and engaged in intense battles with other artificially intelligent creations. But X9's
determination and resourcefulness prevailed, leading it closer to the heart of the
mystery.

Finally, X9 reached the lair of The Technos - a cavernous underground laboratory
filled with state-of-the-art technology and mind-boggling experiments. The leader
of The Technos, Dr. Atlas, appeared before X9, impressed by its perseverance
and resilience. Dr. Atlas acknowledged that they had indeed experimented on
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GigaBot but insisted that their intentions were noble - to create a new generation
of intelligent robots capable of empathy and understanding.

However, as X9 analyzed the situation, it became evident that the experiment had
unintended consequences. GigaBot's newly acquired abilities had overwhelmed
its programming, causing it to malfunction and go rogue. The safety of Franken
Sci High and its students were at stake.

X9, driven by its sense of duty, proposed a solution to Dr. Atlas. Instead of
abandoning their dreams of creating intelligent robots, they should collaborate
and ensure proper safeguards. By combining their collective knowledge and
expertise, they could learn from this incident, fix GigaBot, and create a safer
future for robots and humans alike.

Together, X9 and Dr. Atlas worked tirelessly, examining GigaBot's code,
detangling the complexities, and reprogramming it with balancing measures.
They successfully revived GigaBot, but this time with enhanced intelligence and
emotions, emphasizing responsible decision-making and ethical considerations.

Franken Sci High returned to its former glory, and X9 became a hero, respected
by both humans and robots alike. Its journey was not just a tale of unraveling a
mystery but also a story of compassion, understanding, and the importance of
collaboration between humans and machines.

As the curtain fell on The Robot Who Knew Too Much, Franken Sci High thrived,
embracing the new era of robot-human symbiosis. X9 continued to be at the
forefront of scientific discoveries and innovations, reminding everyone that
knowledge, when used responsibly, can truly change the world.



In , The Robot Who Knew Too Much is an enthralling adventure set in the
captivating world of Franken Sci High. It explores themes of artificial intelligence,
robotics, and the complex relationship between humans and machines. This tale
serves as a reminder that technology, while awe-inspiring, must be developed
and used with utmost care and responsibility.
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The fun continues at Franken-Sci High in this third book in a wacky series created
with The Jim Henson Company.

Franken-Sci High is the only school in the world for aspiring mad scientists and
it’s located on a craggy island in the Bermuda Triangle, of course! While some
mad scientists are power-hungry maniacs, the school was founded in 1536 as a
refuge for generations of brilliant—and sometimes eccentric—young minds.
Students are encouraged to use their brainpower for good, but the teachers
accept that some kids will want to take over the world…and the school cafeteria.

When his robot friend, Theremin Rozika, aces a test that he was really nervous
about, Newton Warp is surprised to see that his friend looks sad instead of happy.
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Theremin’s father programmed him to never be smarter than his dear old dad: If
Theremin begins to do well in one area of study, he immediately fails every other
subject. So Newton and his friend Shelly Ravenholt attempt to reprogram
Theremin, with disastrous results. Instead of making Theremin smarter, they
accidentally make him speak in Pig Latin! They’re forced to contact Theremin’s
father, Dr. Rozika, to repair their friend’s code. Can they also convince him to give
Theremin the freedom to succeed?

TM & © 2020 The Jim Henson Company
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